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Here you can find the menu of Royal Sweet Centre in Nottingham. At the moment, there are 16 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Royal

Sweet Centre:
I confess I didn't try the whole menu. her meat samosas are affordable and tasty. also their pakoras are decent.
as white braut her curry was not entirely on my personal love, but was enjoyable enough, and they get a lot of

food for her money. much better price-performance ratio than most Indian places. I have not tried their
sweetness as I prefer, chocolate but their service is very important to be as helpful as pos... read more. What

chillimillishaz doesn't like about Royal Sweet Centre:
Their masala fish is nice. Everything else is just average. Don't ever get the pakoras they usually have been

sitting there all day and gone extremly hard and chewy. read more. If you feel like delicious sweets, you should
visit Royal Sweet Centre because they have enchanting desserts that will definitely satisfy the sweet-tooth in
you, visitors repeatedly praise the fine, light flatbread that can be dipped into the homemade hummus or a
yoghurt dip; the exciting combination of figs and goat cheese is among the hits from the diverse culinary

landscape of the Middle East.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

Desser�
GULAB JAMUN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

India�
ONION BHAJI

MASALA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
DESSERTS

LAMB

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHOCOLATE

CHICKEN

ONION

POTATOES
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